
  

 

IRB Sport Advisory Group Meeting 

Minutes  

Date: 10 June 2018  

Venue: Novotel Hotel Conference Room AKL International Airport  

In Attendance:  

Shane Edwards (SE) – Appointed 

Bradley Walters (BW) – Northern Region 

Peter Gibbons (PG) – Southern Region 

Craig Todd (CT) – NSC Representative 

Dave Hickey (DH) – Rescue Asset Manager (RAM) 

Ross Merrett (RM) – Sport Development Officer (SDO) 

Apologies: Spencer Raymond (SR) - Appointed 

Invited: Paul Treanor (PT) – NSC Chair  

1. Meeting opened at 9:55 am  

2. Welcome – RM 

3. NSC address  - PT 

3.1 PT outlined the connection between the NSC and IRB SAG. PT noted a number of 
past issues re communication issues and making progress concerns regarding IRB 
SAG matters.  

 
3.2 PT emphasised the need for the IRB SAG to elect a chair to ensure functionality 

of the IRB SAG. The IRB SAG requested to meet ‘in committee’’ i.e. excluding 
SLSNZ staff. DH and RM obliged and returned to the meeting after 25 minutes.  
 

3.3 Discussion had around a possible project approach/focus to attending to the IRB 
SAG’s business e.g. rules group; succession planning in relation to committee 
members, IRB athletes, officials and water safety crews. No decision made. 
 

3.4 IRB SAG require clarification about how they influence the decision making 
within SLSNZ? e.g. rule changes, officials welfare i.e. provision of chairs at events 
for officials.  
RM advised that proposed IRB Rule changes could be submitted to either the IRB 
SAG and or the SOAG, Sports Manager (SM), or Sport Development Officer (SDO). 
The SDO maintains a record of all proposed rule changes which are to be 
discussed annually at the June meeting of the IRB SAG and SOAG, from which a 
recommendations would be forwarded to the SM and SDO before consideration 
by the NSC for adoption.  



  

 

Actions 
a) RM to approach Mike Lord to seek development of a flow chart 

confirming the decision making process within SLSNZ for the reference of 
advisory groups.  

b) RM to draft flow chart of rule change process for submission to next 
meeting. 

c) RM to ensure that 12 plastic chairs be available for officials to sit on 
during longer IRB events for the officials welfare.   

 
3.5 IRBs are the primary rescue asset of clubs, yet there are diminishing numbers of 

crew and drivers available to clubs. IRB Racing is one pathway that helps 
encourage, develop and train new crew/drivers into these qualifications.  
Moved SE/PG - The IRB SAG recommends that SLSNZ develop a pool of IRB hulls 
and motors for racing at the NI, SI and BP National events to encourage athletes 
into the sport which is the foundation of LG services – carried unanimously.  
Actions 

a) CT/PT to take this request to the NSC and SLSNZ for consideration. 
 
3.6 What is the Boards strategy for IRB Racing? The IRB SAG consider the IRB 

development strategy must include: 

 Grass roots development of IRB racing 

 Availability of pool equipment for regional and national events 

 A standardised racing development programme across regions as a 
pathway to nationals e.g. must attend 2 or 3 local events before 
attending a regional event 

Actions 
a) PT to seek clarification of the Boards strategy for IRB racing. 

 
4. Discussion had regarding selection of IRB SAG Chair? Nobody currently interested in 

chairing this committee. PT suggested that another person may need to be co-opted 
onto the IRB SAG committee to fulfil the chairs role. To be considered once 
confirmation or not, of members to fill the three vacant positions by 24/7/18.  

Actions 
a) PT to monitor and to explore possible candidates if required.  

 
5. Confirm minutes of last meeting, 2 May 2018  

Moved SE/BW – carried. 
 

6. Matters arising from minutes of 2 May 2018. To be covered throughout current 
agenda. 

 
7. Update/discussion on vacant IRB SAG positions; 1 x appointed by SLSNZ, 1 x Eastern 

Region, 1 x Central Region.  
Moved CT/PG That SE to contact Jaron and Widget re possible inclusion as members 
of the IRB SAG for the Central and appointed positions - carried.  

Actions 
a) SE to approach Jaron and Widget as possible members of the IRB SAG through 

to April 2020.  



  

 

 
 

8. Review of TOR for IRB SAG in context of regional Sport Plan and potential morphing 
into the IRB AG.  
Moved BW/ES That the IRB SAG await confirmation of the ‘purpose’ and TOR for the 
proposed IRB AG before consideration of this proposal - carried.  

Actions 
a) RM to advise Alan Mundy and Mike Lord and seek confirmation of purpose and 

TOR of proposed IRB AG for next meeting. 

 
9. Review of IRB Rules  

9.1 Securing of fuel. Need or not to connect all 4 fuel bladder clips? IRB SAG 
unanimously agreed that for the purposes of racing, the correct assembly is as 

per the equipment specifications manual at all times.  
 
9.2 Rule 9.1.5 (j) Delete “and place it in neutral gear”. This aligns with the ILS rules. The 

engine is electrically dead so there is no danger from the prop and it also means the judges 

do not need to get wet to check the prop. Clause (n) also needs to have the reference to a DQ 

if the engine is in gear deleted. 

This idea rejected unanimously by IRB SAG on the grounds that the current rule reflects 

standard LG standards/practices.  

9.3 Rule 9.1.5 (j) Delete the reference regarding leaving from a standing position and use the 

ILS wording so drivers must leave from a seated position. Only saw one crew leave from a 

standing position and they went flat on their face. 

The IRB SAG agree with this change. Additionally, state that the driver must exit the port 

(left) side of the IRB at all times regardless of which way the IRB may slew upon beaching. 

9.4 Rule 9.6.4 (d) (iv) Delete the crew must enter the water before crossing the line and 

replace with “the crew must leave the IRB on the shoreward side of the line”. Very hard to 

judge the crews in the middle lanes when all IRBs arrive at virtually the same time. Easier to 

see if the IRB is on the shore side but hard to tell when the crew enters the water. 

The IRB SAG agrees in principle with this change, however the rule should now read “the 

crew is only permitted to leave the IRB once the entire IRB is on the shoreward side of the 

line” NB this allows the crew to dive from the shoreward side of the line, over the line.  

9.5 Rule 9.6.4 (o) was used to disqualify a crew, which states “the patient shall 

remain in the IRB until the finish judge has inspected the tube”.  This rule is at 

odds with rule 9.1.5 (k) which states “once the driver has left the IRB and has 

their feet on the ground, the crew person and patients(s) may exit the IRB and 

either secure the IRB or move away”. 

The IRB SAG propose that 9.6.4 (o) “the patient shall remain in the IRB until the 

finish judge has inspected the tube” be changed to read “the patient shall retain 

the tube around their body until the finish judge has inspected the tube”. 

 



  

 

9.6 The IRB SAG – request that the SOAG/SLSNZ consider the re-introduction of the old rule 

15, i.e. Was it wilful? Did they gain an advantage or disadvantage another competitor/team? 

Did it affect the outcome of the race? If the answers to all three question sis NO, then they 

should not be disqualified. 

9.7 IRB SAG raised concern at the competency of IRB officials – solution go back to position 
modules, e.g. starter, marshal, etc. in the officials’ training process. 

 
Actions 

a) RM to advise SOAG and Sports Manager of the IRB SAGs views on the proposed 
rule changes. 

b) RM to report back to the IRB SAG on the proposed reintroduction of rule 15.  
 

10. Discussion on absence of B Finals in the Open Men’s events at the BP IRB Nationals. 
Not clear how or when this was unintentionally dropped.   
Moved SE/BW – That BP IRB Nationals 2019 to include B Final in all 4 Open men’s 
disciplines, with medals, for top 3, no club points, no progression to A final by the 
winning crew – carried.  

Actions 

a) CT to take this request to the NSC for ratification. 
b) Upon ratification of the NSC, RM to liaise with the Event Manager of BP 

IRB Nationals to ensure that a B Final be offered for all Open Men’s 
events in 2019.  

c) Upon ratification of the NSC, RM to explore whether the programme 
needs to be scheduled over more than 2 days to accommodate these 
extra events? 

  
11. Update/discussion on the introduction of the Open Men’s Teams Race, instead of an 

OPEN Teams race - meaning accessible to men, women and mixed crews. IRB SAG 
expressed dissatisfaction with the decision to include Open Men’s and Open 
Women’s teams races only, thereby excluding mixed teams from competing.  
Moved PG/SE that for BP IRB Nationals there be an Open Women’s Teams (3 
person) race and an Open Teams race, the latter of which is open to male, female 
and mixed teams.  

Actions 

a) CT to take this request to the NSC for ratification. 
b) Upon ratification of the NSC, RM to liaise with the Event Manager of the 

BP IRB National to include these changes. 
 

12. Update/discussion on appointments of IRB Selectors – RM advised that the selection 
of IRB selectors was not in the IRB SAG TOR and was the domain of the Sports 
Manager. However, the IRB SAG wish to state that the planning and implementation 
of the ILS representative process was problematic for the 2017/18 season.  
Motion SE/CT – That the IRB SAG request confirmation from Mike Lord on the plan 
for the selection and development of the NZ IRB representative team for the 2018 
and 2020 IRB World Champs.  



  

 

The IRB SAG committee expressed concern that the Sport Development Officer, who 
is the committee’s liaison, does not appear to have been informed of the selection 
and development process.   

Actions 

a) RM to seek response from Mike Lord. 
b) CT to discuss NSC  
c) PT to discuss with CEO 

 
13. Update/discussion on Lyall Bay as venue for 2019 NI IRB champs.  

Motion SE/CT - That the appointment of Lyall Bay as the host venue for NI IRB 
Champs be reviewed immediately and that SLSNZ urgently reconsider the other 
expressions of interest - carried. 
Current issues include H&S and other concerns encompassing; the size and quantity 
of stones and rocks which pose a potential risk of substantial damage to 
the  propeller/prop guard/gearbox, humps and hollows across the beach which pose 
a risk of ankle sprains and breakages, the labour intensity and time to manually 
prepare the beach before and during the day to maintain suitable beach racing 
conditions, no suitable back up venue, limited accommodation options within close 
proximity of the venue, lack of onsite secure storage or space as the footpath is 
directly behind the beach, so no space for assembling, scrutineering, storing IRBs and 
motors, and limited beach at high tide, particular during onshore (prevailing) 
conditions, meaning limited operational space and absolutely no beach or grass 
areas for club and marshalling tents. Additionally, vehicular beach access is 
extremely limited which will cause delays to set up and break down the event at the 
start and end of each day. 

Actions 

a) RM to seek response from Mike Lord. 
b) CT to discuss with NSC  
c) PT to discuss with CEO 

 
14. Question raised as to how the BP IRB Nationals has been allocated to Waikouaiti 

instead of Warrington. Where is the Waikouaiti application to host this event?  
Motion PG/CT – The IRB SAG request that it be consulted before appointment of 
venues for NI, SI and National IRB events – carried. 

Actions 

a) RM to seek response from Mike Lord. 
b) CT to discuss NSC  
c) PT to discuss with CEO 

 
15. Other Business 

15.1 Motion SE/BW - Request to formalise a competitor’s advisory group for IRB 
Competitions, made up of senior competitors of both genders to advise EMCs. 

Actions 

a) RM to seek response from Mike Lord. 
b) CT to discuss NSC. 

 



  

 

15.2 PT enquired as to what event review has occurred since NI, SI and National IRB 
events? Answer = none that anybody is aware of. 
 
15.3 PT enquired about what IRB coaching development/training/support 
programmes or initiatives are currently in place? SE tabled his local coaching booklet 
as an example of what is being implemented independently by clubs.   

Actions 

a) SE to provide RM with digital copy of his coach’s manual for appraisal, 
inclusion and development into a national system. 

b) CT and PT to discuss with NSC. 
 

15.4 PT enquired as to how water safety personnel are selected for events – DH 
responded – its hard work, finding good competent water safety crews, and a variety 
of ad hock initiatives are currently in place, though a structured and strategic 
approach would be beneficial. RM commented on the potential need to consider 
competitor to official/water safety ratios as a means to get clubs to proactively 
support their competitor’s endeavours rather than rely on SLSNZ alone to attract 
competent personnel from an ever decreasing pool of volunteers. 
 
15.5 PT stated “we are predominantly a male, pale and stale bunch”. We need to be 
looking to encourage women in particular but also other ethnic representation in 
this and all our advisory groups going forward. Please consider how we can attract 
women and other representatives to the IRB SAG. 

 
16. Next meeting? 7 pm Tuesday 24 July – Phone Conference 

Actions 

a) RM to invite members to next meeting. 
b) RM to distribute draft agenda and support papers by Friday 13 July.  


